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ABSTRACT 
 

In this talk I discuss some serious problems with the current practice of statistical data analysis 
relying on non realistic model assumptions. In response to this, we proposed a field targeted 
learning that integrates the state of the art in machine learning to develop highly data adaptive 
targeted estimators of specific target parameters of interest, while obtaining statistical inference 
in terms of confidence intervals and testing. Such target parameters could represent answers to 
causal questions of interest based on complex observational studies or randomized trials,  such as 
what is the causal effect of a particular treatment on a survival time, what is the mean 
counterfactual outcome under an optimal individualized treatment rule, and so on. The generic 
approach for construction of such estimators relies on super-learning and targeted maximum  
likelihood (or more generally, minimum loss) estimation. We discuss the foundations and 
philosophy of targeted learning, review its general methodology and advances, and show some 
applications in precision medicine. 
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